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crystal LED RGB
why should you have the crystal LED RVB?
Customization: the Crystal LED RGB can be customized with vinyl graphics and
printed covers. It also enables a great brand awareness that puts logos in the
spotlight.
Versatility : in its applications (decorating, communicating, signalling), and in its
target markets (reception, corporate event, sport, etc.).
LED RGB technology: it’s a lighting balloon with LED RGB, colors remotely
controled thanks to the DMX box.

markets

main features
> Air-inflated lighting balloon (built-in fan)

> LED RGB lamps

> Indoor or outdoor use

> Pole mounted or hanged from
ceilling or truss

> Rain and wind resistant

Social events

Fashion

Festivals

Cocktails, parties,
diners

fashion shows,
photoshoots

concerts,
arts, culture

Sports

Hospitality

Business

Championships
tournaments, races

Hotels, bars,
restaurants

Seminars,
trade fairs

Branding
Showroom, street
marketing, product launch

main strengths
> Customization
Branding and signal thanks to
printed covers and vinyl graphics

> Easy to use
Set up in 15’

> Many forms of envelope
To answer all needs and for any
kind of decor

> Polyvalent
Decoration, communication and
signalization, indoor and outdoor

> LED RGB
LED RGB lamps, DMX controled.

> Strength of the structure
and materials
Wind resistance up to 80 km/h

crystal LED RGB
technical data

packaging

Diameter

crystal 90

crystal 130

crystal 160

crystal 200

90 cm

130 cm

160 cm

200 cm

Type of lamps

Shock-proof trolley box

LED RGB high power xeon

Power

80 W

Power supply

Transformer 230 V / 24 V included

LED control

Control box included - Auto mode (regular + color remote) / DMX Controllable 3 pts

Number of plugs

accessories

1 x PC16

Wind resistance

80 km/h

70 km/h

60 km/h

Stand
Spandex base cover
Battery pack

50 km/h

coeur

stars

diamond

sunshade

cube

twist

egg

can

rugby

Inventor and world leader of the lighting
balloon, Airstar lights up all your events
MADE IN
FRANCE

airstar
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other envelope shapes

